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	Includes CD-ROM so cartoons may be incorporated and captions changed in presentation software, plus licensing agreement for reproduction As most instructors, presenters and trainers have discovered, cartoons are an excellent classroom resource for making key learning points in an enjoyable, engaging manner.


	Cartoons function well as metaphors for the subject at hand, help introduce or wrap-up key concepts, and serve to ease transitions between learning segments. However, as most users have also discovered, reproduction fees for cartoons in training can be expensive; permissions hard to obtain; and copyright holders difficult to track down.


	This book provides the solution. "Cartoons for Trainers" presents over seventy-five original cartoons, conceptualized by trainers for trainers. It includes a license that allows buyers to display these cartoons in the classroom.


	The cartoons focus on the transition points in any training program. Subjects include objectives, introductions, activities, case studies, role-plays, experiential learning, breaks, evaluations and closings. For anyone who wants tips or guidance, the author provides a brief and practical introduction.


	In addition, the cartoons are reproduced on the included CD-ROM for use in electronic presentations. Purchase of the book constitutes permission for the buyer to reproduce the cartoons for overheads or place them in electronic presentations.


	Written by leading offbeat training expert Lenn Millbower, author of "Training With A Beat: The Teaching Power of Music", and the composer of "Do You Want to Learn With Music: Game Show Themes for Trainers", and drawn by New York show director Doris Yager, these cartoons exhibit a tongue-in-cheek wit reminiscent of Gary Larson's "The Far Side" and Scott Adams' "Dilbert". All the cartoons make good-natured fun of the everyday foibles trainers experience, while addressing the fears that learners have toward training.


	This is an ideal trainer's companion and deserves a place in any trainer's toolbox.
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RF and Microwave Circuits, Measurements, and Modeling (The RF and Microwave Handbook, Second Edition)CRC Press, 2007

	The first edition of the RF and Microwave Handbook was published in 2000. The project got off to an inauspicious start when 24 inches of snow fell in Denver the evening before the advisory board planned to hold their kick-off meeting. Two members of the board were trapped for days in the Denver airport since planes were not arriving or...
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Numerical and Symbolic Scientific Computing: Progress and Prospects (Texts & Monographs in Symbolic Computation)Springer, 2011

	The book presents the state of the art and results and also includes articles pointing to future developments. Most of the articles center around the theme of linear partial differential equations. Major aspects are fast solvers in elastoplasticity, symbolic analysis for boundary problems, symbolic treatment of operators, computer algebra,...
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Beat the Forex Dealer: An insider's look into trading today's foreign exchange marketJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The foreign-exchange market is often referred to as the Slaughterhouse where novice traders go to get 'chopped up'. It is one of egos and money, where millions of dollars are won and lost every day and phones are routinely thrown across hectic trading desks. This palpable excitement has led to the explosion of the retail FX market,...
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Xara Xtreme 5: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Master the world's fastest drawing program!

Learn the principles of vector drawing as you learn technique, composition, and other art essentials--then apply your skills to creating websites, animations, logos, photographic retouches, and more.  Xara Xtreme 5: The Official Guide shows you how to customize the software, use...
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Foundation Flex for DesignersFriends of Ed, 2008
Welcome to Foundation Flex for Designers. When Adobe released Flex 1.0 in March 2004, a lot of designers and developers who were used to working in Flash viewed it with suspicion. Where was the timeline, what was MXML, and how was it useful for designers? With Flex 2, the answers to those questions became a little clearer, and more and more web...
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Adventures Beyond the Body: How to Experience Out-of-Body TravelHarper Perennial, 1996
Explore new worlds . . .
If you ever wondered what might lie beyond the reality we experience every day, if you've ever thrilled to accounts of out-of-body travel and longer to go alone for the ride, this fascinating, practical guide is for you. America's leading expert on out-of-body travel tells the riveting story of his travels to other...
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